Preface

Summarising a research programme that lasted for more than 6 years is a demanding task due to the wealth of deliverables, publications and final results of each of the projects concerned. In addition to the content-related topics, which interest scientists, research programmes also lead to new insights for policy makers and programme managers. The former want to discover advances in the state of the art, while the latter are eager to learn good practices in programme governance and management.

The STEVIN programme is no exception. In this work, the collaborators of each STEVIN R&D project have selected and summarised their scientific achievements. Even though the scientific accomplishments are the main focus of this volume, we have also added descriptions of some other particular aspects of the programme as a whole, such as its rationale, IPR management and the main conclusions of its final evaluation.

This volume is the result of a great deal of dedicated and hard work by many individuals, who, unfortunately, we cannot all mention by name as the list would be too long. We would first like to thank our colleagues of the Nederlandse Taalunie (NTU – Dutch Language Union), the members of the HLT steering board and the STEVIN programme office, the participants of the various STEVIN committees and related working groups, the project collaborators for their dedicated work and, of course, the funding organisations.

Additionally, we gratefully acknowledge everyone who has been involved in creating this volume. There are the authors of the various chapters. Also, the following members of the STEVIN international assessment panel (IAP) were so kind to, in addition to project proposals earlier on, review contributions to this volume as their last official duty for STEVIN:

- Gilles Adda – LIMSI (Paris)
- Nicoletta Calzolari – ILC (Pisa)
- Paul Heisterkamp – DaimlerChrysler (Ulm)
- Stelios Piperidis (& Sotiris Karabetsos) – ILSP (Athens)
- Gábor Prószéky – Morphologic (Budapest)
For this latter task, much-appreciated help came from the following internationally renowned researchers:

- Etienne Barnard (& Marelie Davel) – CSIR (Pretoria)
- Núria Bel – IULA (Barcelona)
- Nick Campbell – TCD (Dublin)
- Thierry Declerck – DFKI (Saarbrücken)
- Koenraad De Smedt – UIB (Bergen)
- Cédric Fairon – CENTAL (Louvain-la-Neuve)
- Steven Krauwer – UiL-OTS (Utrecht)
- Bente Maegaard – CST (Copenhagen)
- Wim Peters (& Diana Maynard) – DCS-NLPG (Sheffield)
- Louis Pols – UvA (Amsterdam)
- Laurette Pretorius – UNISA (Pretoria)
- Steve Renals – ILCC (Edinburgh)
- Justus Roux – CTEXT (Potchefstroom)
- Khalil Sima’an – UvA-ILLC (Amsterdam)
- Dan Tufiș – RACAI (Bucarest)
- Josef van Genabith – DCU (Dublin)
- Gerhard van Huyssteen – NWU (Potchefstroom)
- Werner Verhelst – ETRO-DSSP (Brussels)

Finally, we are also indebted to Springer-Verlag’s editorial staff for their help, namely Dr. Olga Chiarcos and, in particular, Mrs. Federica Corradi Dell’Acqua.

It is our sincere hope and conviction that this volume will be of great interest to an international audience of researchers in human language technologies (HLT), in particular those who work on Dutch, to government officials active in HLT or language policy and to funders of science, technology and innovation programmes in general.

The STEVIN\(^1\) programme was funded by the Flemish and Dutch governments (www.stevin-tst.org). Its results are presented at (www.stevin-tst.org/etalage) and are available via the HLT Agency (www.tst-centrale.org).
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\(^1\) STEVIN stands for ‘Essential Speech and Language Technology Resources’. In addition, Simon Stevin was a seventeenth century applied scientist who, amongst other things, introduced Dutch terms for mathematics and physics concepts. He worked both in Flanders and the Netherlands. Hence, his name is a perfect acronym for this joint programme. And he became famous for building a land yacht for Prince Maurice of Orange.
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